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Abstract
In urban areas, where road space is limited, it is important to provide efficient public and private trans-
portation systems to maximize person throughput, for example from a signalized intersection. To this end,
this research looks at providing bus priority using a dedicated bus lane which is terminated upstream of the
intersection, and placing an additional signal at this location, called a pre-signal. Although pre-signals are
already implemented in some countries (e.g. UK, Denmark, and Switzerland), an adaptive control algorithm
which responds to varying traffic demands has not yet been proposed and analyzed in the literature. This
research aims to fill that gap by developing an adaptive control algorithm for pre-signals tailored to real-time
private and public transportation demands. The necessary infrastructure to operate an adaptive pre-signal is
established, and guidelines for implementation are provided. The relevant parameters regarding the bound-
ary conditions for the adaptive algorithm are first determined, and then quantified for a typical case using
a micro-simulation model. It is demonstrated with case studies that, under all considered scenarios, imple-
menting a pre-signal with the proposed adaptive control algorithm will result in the least average person
delay at the intersection. The algorithm is expected to function well with a wide range of car demands,
bus frequencies, and bus passenger occupancies. Moreover, the algorithm is robust to errors in these input
values, so exact information is not required.
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1. Introduction
Providing priority to public transport (e.g. buses) in cities could reduce travel times of buses. Often, this
kind of priority is provided with a dedicated bus lane. However, this might not always be feasible due to
space restrictions or political issues. It might not be the most efficient solution either, especially if the bus
flow is low, the private vehicle (e.g. car) demand is high, or bottlenecks such as traffic signals exist. Under
such situations, alternative strategies could be proposed to provide bus priority while minimizing negative
impacts on cars.
One such alternative strategy to provide bus priority at a signalized intersection where a dedicated bus lane
exists, is to terminate the dedicated bus lane upstream of the main signal and place an additional signal
at this location. This additional signal only controls cars and is hereafter referred to as a pre-signal (Wu
and Hounsell, 1998; Guler and Menendez, 2013, 2014a,b). Its configuration is illustrated in Figure 1a. The
primary purpose of the pre-signal is to allow buses to jump the car queues upstream of the intersection while
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cars can still use all the lanes at the main signal to fully utilize the capacity of the intersection. The distance
between the pre-signal and the main signal is long enough to allow a queue of the required number of cars
to saturate the green at the main signal for an over saturated scenario. In this way, bus delays are reduced,
while the capacity loss at the intersection is minimized.
Some pre-signals are installed around the world (e.g. UK, Denmark, and Switzerland) with slightly different
operating strategies. This paper assumes a previously proposed operating strategy (Guler and Menendez,
2014a). In this strategy, the pre-signal turns red for cars in advance of a red main signal by the free-flow
travel time, and also when a bus arrives to the pre-signal irrespective of the status of the main signal1. The
goal is to ensure that the space between the pre-signal and the main signal is kept free of cars for as long as
possible, allowing any arriving bus to move in front of the car queue and discharge immediately when the
main signal turns green. The pre-signal turns green for cars more than the free-flow travel time in advance
of the main signal when no buses are present, such that cars do not experience additional delays, or after
the bus has left the pre-signal when buses are present. Note that the pre-signal does not affect the operation
of the main signal.
The commonly used strategy of extending the dedicated bus lane up to the main signal is another alternative
(hereafter termed the continuous bus lane strategy, see Figure 1b). This could further reduce the bus delay,
and hence the average person delay if the bus occupancy or the bus frequency is high. Another feasible
option is to still terminate the bus lane upstream of the main signal, however, do not apply any control
to cars at this point and allow buses and cars to freely merge (hereafter termed the interrupted bus lane
strategy, see Figure 1c). This could further increase the traffic throughput and reduce the upstream queue
length when traffic demand is high. Notice that the basic configuration of the road section upstream of the
pre-signal location is the same across the three strategies.
Main signal
Dedicated bus lane Mixed lanesLoop detector
Pre‐signal
Main signal
Dedicated bus lane Continued dedicated bus laneLoop detector
(a) Pre‐signal strategy
(b) Continuous bus lane strategy 
(c) Interrupted bus lane strategy Main signal
Dedicated bus lane Mixed lanesLoop detector
Figure 1: Layout of the three strategies upstream of the intersection (not drawn to scale).
1The pre-signal turning red for any bus arrival may not always save bus delays, while it will always impart additional car
delays. However, this basic strategy is implemented since it reduces the required inputs to the algorithm, more specifically the
knowledge of the existence of a queue at the main signal. Hence, this is a conservative assumption resulting in the car delays
representing the worst-case scenario for the pre-signal strategy.
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The purpose of this research is to propose an adaptive control algorithm for pre-signals tailored to real time
private and public transportation demands. To do so, this research establishes the analytical form of the
boundary conditions (based on the car demand, bus occupancy, and bus frequency) for the implementation
of the adaptive control algorithm. These boundary conditions determine when each of the three strategies
considered would benefit the system the most. Using these boundary conditions, the control at the pre-
signal is determined in real-time. There are two levels of control. The first level is the signal timing control
algorithm for the operation of the pre-signal. However, continuously operating the pre-signal might not
be optimal based on the boundary conditions. Hence, the two alternative strategies described above (the
continuous bus lane strategy or the interrupted bus lane strategy) could be adopted by making the pre-signal
continuously green, or using dynamic message signs. Switching between these strategies is possible because
it only involves changes in lane allocation for a small portion of the road immediately upstream of the main
signal. Hence, the second level control proposes an algorithm to switch between different strategies, based
on real time traffic inputs. In this way, traffic operations at the intersection can be controlled dynamically
in response to car and bus demand variations throughout the day.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous literature on pre-signals.
Section 3 establishes the objective function and constraints for optimizing the operations at an intersection
under relevant conditions. Section 4 proposes the first level control algorithm for the operation of the pre-
signal. Section 5 uses a calibrated and validated micro-simulation model to establish the boundary conditions
for the operation of the pre-signal, and tests their sensitivity to several parameters. Section 6 proposes the
second level (adaptive) control algorithm, illustrates its use with three case studies, and tests its robustness
to errors in the input data. Lastly, Section 7 offers some concluding remarks.
2. Literature review
The idea of setting up a signal in front of the main signal (i.e. a pre-signal) is not new and has been
studied before. Pre-signals have been proposed for several purposes, such as to recover the lost time at the
intersection due to bounded acceleration (Von Stein, 1961), to separate left-turning vehicles and through-
moving vehicles to maximize the discharging capacity of the intersection for both directions (Xuan et al.,
2011), or to provide priority to buses using the opposite lane (Guler et al., 2015, 2016). This paper, however,
studies pre-signals used to provide priority to buses without using the opposite lane.
The use of pre-signals to provide bus priority was first proposed by Wu and Hounsell (1998). This work
also provided guidelines to determine the pre-signal timing for minimizing the system delay. However, the
proposed operating strategy was for intersections without bus detection infrastructure. This is implemented
in a few cases in U.K. cities, for example in London (Transport for London, 2009). Sometimes, bus gates
with signals can also refer to a similar strategy (Department for Transport (U.K.), 2003). A comparable
idea for pre-signals is also mentioned in the German Manual for Transit Priority (Forschungsgesellschaft
fu¨r Straßen-und Verkehrswesen, 1991). Although pre-signals are already implemented in some countries, to
the authors’ best knowledge, most existing pre-signals are implemented with empirically determined control
algorithms. Therefore, there is a need to propose a general adaptive algorithm and to study its effects.
The operating strategy described in the introduction and used in the rest of this paper was first studied
empirically (Guler and Menendez, 2013) and then examined analytically (Guler and Menendez, 2014a,b) for
an isolated intersection. Queuing theory was used in the formulation assuming uniform demands. It was
concluded that, for under-saturated demands (less than 85% of the signal capacity), the pre-signal strategy
could provide the lowest average person delay for bus occupancies of 10-70 passengers, compared to using
mixed lanes or a dedicated bus lane for the whole road section upstream of the main signal. For over-
saturated demands with bus occupancies greater than 20, the pre-signal strategy always resulted in lower
average person delay compared to a dedicated bus lane. Moreover, pre-signals resulted in lower average
person delay compared to mixed lanes if the peak demand was greater than 105% of the signal capacity.
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However, the emphasis of previous studies was more to demonstrate the potential benefits of a pre-signal
for some general scenarios rather than to establish the exact boundary values when such benefits would be
significant. For example, due to the tediousness of the theoretical calculations, a fixed bus frequency of 2-3
minutes/bus was assumed in the analysis (Guler and Menendez, 2014a,b).
However, it is not yet clear if installing a pre-signal is worthwhile for a larger range of demand patterns
(including car demand, bus frequency, and bus occupancy) at an intersection. These boundary conditions
are difficult to solve analytically, especially when accounting for realistic driving behaviours and demand
patterns. The queuing theory formulation is not able to account for delays due to lane changes between
the pre-signal and the main signal (e.g., lane changing maneuvers which may lead to certain lanes being
underutilized by cars). Also, in practice, cars and buses have bounded acceleration and the drivers have a
reaction time to changes in the signal. Lastly, a realistic demand at an urban intersection varies greatly with
time. These factors are difficult to examine analytically and could be more accurately studied by simulations.
3. Description of the problem
For the reader’s convenience, a list with the notation used in the algorithm is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: List of notation.
Locations
S Main signal
P Pre-signal
O Loop detector
Signal timings
G Effective green time duration of the main signal [s]
τ Cycle length of both signals [s]
τ∆ Advance time of pre-signal red [s]
Rp Red time duration of the pre-signal [s]
Rb Red time duration of the pre-signal in presence of a bus [s]
Road and traffic properties
λ Total number of lanes
µ Capacity of a single lane [veh/s]
µeff Effective discharge capacity of the intersection [veh/s]
kjam Jam density of a single lane [veh/m]
vc Free-flow speed of cars [m/s]
vb Free-flow speed of buses [m/s]
Lq Furthest distance of traffic perturbation [m]
Lmaxq Maximum acceptable distance of traffic perturbation [m]
d Average person delay [s]
Individual vehicle properties
k ∈ K Vehicle index and the set of all vehicle indices
i ∈ I, I ⊆ K Car index and the set of all car indices
j ∈ J, J ⊆ K Bus index and the set of all bus indices
Xk Number of people on vehicle k
tOk Time at which vehicle k passes loop detector
tSk Time at which vehicle k passes main signal
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Algorithm inputs
Ω Period length of strategy application [s]
N = Ω/τ Number of signal cycles in each strategy application period
Tm,n = [tm,n−1, tm,n] , 1 ≤ n ≤ N The nth signal cycle within the mth strategy period, tm,n− tm,n−1 =
τ, tm,N − tm,0 = Ω
Im Number of cars detected in the mth strategy period
Jm Number of buses detected in the mth strategy period
αm,n, αm Car volume to capacity ratio in the signal cycle [tm,n−1, tm,n] or the
mth strategy period [tm,0, tm,N ], respectively
α′m Car volume to capacity ratio prediction for the mth strategy period
fm Bus frequency in the mth strategy period
βm Bus to car passenger occupancy ratio in the mth strategy period
In this paper, a bi-level control algorithm is developed for a pre-signal upstream of a signalized intersection.
The first level algorithm controls the operation of the pre-signal itself. The second level control combines
multiple strategies to respond to varying traffic demands. The geometric configuration of the signalized
intersection is as illustrated in Figure 1a. Assume the road has λ lanes upstream of the intersection. Each
lane has a capacity µ, jam density kjam, and free flow speed vc. The fundamental diagram is assumed to be
triangular. The main signal at the intersection (S) has an effective green time of G and a cycle length of τ .
The effective discharge capacity when all lanes are used at the intersection is,
µeff =
λµG
τ
(1)
A bus lane runs throughout the whole road section up to the pre-signal (P ), which is a distance PS upstream
of the main signal. The pre-signal operates with the operating strategy described in the introduction. It has
a red signal duration of Rp when a bus is not detected. Rp depends on the car demand. A loop detector
is placed a distance OP upstream of the pre-signal at O. When a bus is detected at the loop detector,
the pre-signal will turn red for a duration of Rb. More details about the road configuration and pre-signal
timings will be given in the next section.
Vehicles (either cars or buses) detected at the loop detector are indexed with k. Vehicle k carries Xk people,
passes O at tOk, and leaves S at tSk. Among the detected vehicles, cars are indexed with i ∈ I, I ⊆ K, and
buses are indexed with j ∈ J, J ⊆ K. Cars have free-flow speed vc, so the free-flow travel time from O to S
is OS/vc. Buses have free-flow speed vb, so the free-flow travel time from O to S is OS/vb.
The loop detector feeds the detected demand into the pre-signal algorithm every signal cycle indexed n. This
information is used to determine the red signal duration Rp. The loop detector also aggregates detection
results over a period Ω corresponding to N successive signal cycles indexed m. This information is used
to determine the strategy applied at the intersection for the next strategy period, m + 1. Denote the nth
signal cycle within the mth strategy period as Tm,n = [tm,n−1, tm,n] (1 ≤ n ≤ N , tm,n − tm,n−1 = τ ,
tm,N − tm,0 = Ω = Nτ). In the mth strategy period [tm,0, tm,N ], Im = |{i|tOi ∈ [tm,0, tm,N ]}| corresponds to
the number of cars detected and Jm = |{j|tOj ∈ [tm,0, tm,N ]}| corresponds to the number of buses detected.
αm is the the car volume to capacity ratio (hereafter refer to as the V/C ratio) over the mth strategy period,
αm =
Im
Ωµeff
(2)
The car volume to capacity ratio over the nth signal cycle, αm,n, can be calculated similarly.
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To set the objective function and constraint for the traffic operations at the intersection, the furthest distance
of perturbation and the average person delay are selected as the determining criteria.
• Criteria #1. The furthest distance of perturbation Lq should not exceed a pre-defined distance Lmaxq
upstream of S. When the perturbation reaches too far, the upstream intersection and the performance
of the network are likely affected due to spillback effects, as will be discussed below.
• Criteria #2. The average person delay, d, for all the passengers on buses and cars leaving the main
signal should be minimized. This metric provides a good balance between car delay and bus delay so
that public transport is promoted while car operations are not severely affected.
The distance of the perturbation Lq is determined by the car furthest upstream that is not in a free-flow
state. Note that this does not mean a static queue of length Lq exists. In practice, the distance L
max
q should
be chosen by an estimate of when such a disruption would be unacceptable. The exact cut-off distance
depends on the characteristics of the arterial and is beyond the scope of this paper, as the discussion is
limited to an isolated intersection.
The two criteria above could be summarized into the following mathematical program:
min
strategy at P and PS
d =
∑
i
[
(tSi − tOi)− OSvc
]
Xi +
∑
j
[
(tSj − tOj)− OSvb
]
Xj∑
i
Xi +
∑
j
Xj
(3)
subject to Lq ≤ Lmaxq .
4. First level control algorithm: operation of the pre-signal
First, we specify the first level control algorithm for the pre-signal. The distance PS is given by (Guler and
Menendez, 2015),
PS =
Gµ
kjam
, (4)
such that there is enough storage space to saturate the main signal when it is green. The pre-signal should
not cause extra delay to cars during cycles where buses are not present, so the last discharged car from the
pre-signal must pass the main signal within the same cycle. Therefore, the pre-signal has the same cycle
length as the main signal with a red signal advance time of τ∆ (Guler and Menendez, 2015),
τ∆ =
PS
vc
. (5)
Recall that the length of the red time at the pre-signal (Rp) is a function of the car demand αm,n (Guler
and Menendez, 2015),
Rp(αm,n) =

τ − αm,nλG/(λ− 1)
τ − αm,nG (τ −G) for αm,n < 1
τ − λG/(λ− 1) for αm,n ≥ 1
(6)
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This is the longest possible red for the pre-signal such that the flow through the main signal would not be
affected. The pre-signal operation depends on the demand for αm,n < 1. Hence, the location of the loop
detector is especially important to detect the demand in under-saturated conditions. This location can be
determined by considering the maximum reach of the perturbation due to the operation of the pre-signal.
The perturbation distance measured from the main signal for an under-saturated cycle (αm,n < 1) is,
Lq(αm,n) = PS +Rp (αm,n) kjam/
(
1
αm,nµeff
− 1
µ
)
for αm,n < 1 (7)
It could then be derived from Eq.(6) and Eq.(7) that
Lq(αm,n) ≤ PS +
(
τ − λGλ−1
)
kjam
1
µeff
− 1µ
, ∀(αm,n < 1) (8)
Also, to set the correct pre-signal timing for a given signal cycle Tm,n, the loop detector should be placed
far enough such that the demand is detected in the prior signal cycle Tm,n−1. This can be ensured by,
OP ≥ vcτ ∧OP ≥ vbτ (9)
To summarize, the requirement for the loop detector placement is,
OS ≥ Gµ
kjam
+ max

(
τ − λGλ−1
)
kjam
1
µeff
− 1µ
, vcτ, vbτ
 (10)
Notice that this location may be too far from the main signal to be feasible for a loop detector implementation.
In this case, the loop detector should be placed as far from the main signal as possible such that the input
demands can be fairly accurately determined. However, this will lead to a lag in demand detection as demand
for a cycle cannot be predicted in real time while the cycle is being optimized. The effects of this lag on the
results of the operation are tested in Section 6.4.
The first level of the control algorithm for the operation of the pre-signal when it is on, is summarized in
the flow chart in Figure 2.
5. Boundary conditions
To choose among the three strategies, denote the resulting average person delays when the pre-signal strategy,
the interrupted bus lane strategy, and the continuous bus lane strategy are used as d(1), d(2) and d(3),
respectively. Then, the solution to the mathematical program shown in Eq.(3) will have a form,
dmin = d(z); z ∈ {1, 2, 3} (11)
with a set of boundary conditions on:
• V/C ratio: αm = ImΩµeff
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• bus frequency: fm = JmΩ
• bus to car passenger occupancy ratio: βm =
∑
j
Xj/Jm∑
i
Xi/Im
n=n+1
Pre-signal is green until 
Call detection results
Calculate
Is the pre-signal switched 
on for the mth
strategy cycle
?
Pre-signal is red for RP
Is a bus detected during 
the time period  
= ?
Pre-signal is red for the time period
Yes at time t 
n=1, 
Provide initial 
No
Turn off pre-signal
?End
No
No
Yes
Yes
Figure 2: Flow chart for the operation of the pre-signal (first level control).
The boundary conditions establish when each strategy should be adopted. While some of these boundary
conditions could be analytically determined using simple kinematic wave theory, these models would not be
able to account for factors such as bounded acceleration, reaction time, lane changes, stochastic speeds and
stochastic demands. A lack of these factors in the models could lead to differences between the actual and
theoretically determined boundary conditions. Unfortunately, these factors cannot be easily accounted for in
analytical models because the objective function and constraints would become non-linear and multivariate.
Therefore, a micro-simulation model using VISSIM was built to solve this problem. A simulation model
is advantageous because it can account for the driver and vehicle factors, examine different performance
metrics (other than average person delay), and emulate realistic demand patterns which vary throughout
the day. For the simulation to represent a realistic scenario as closely as possible, it was calibrated and
validated based on empirical data at a pre-signal in Zurich, Switzerland. The calibration dataset included
over 50 cycles of traffic data, and the validation dataset included 15 cycles of traffic data. The details of the
calibration and validation process can be found in (He et al., 2014). Notice that some errors in mimicking
real traffic would still remain even after the extensive calibration and validation processes. However, these
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inaccuracies are expected to be small and systematic, and hence, should only minimally influence the results
shown in this paper.
The layout of the intersection in the simulation model is exactly as illustrated in Figure 1. Table 2 summarizes
the variables used in this simulation model (assumed or calculated).
Table 2: Variables used in the simulation model.
λ 2
µ 2100 veh/h
µeff 1400 veh/h
τ 60s
G 20s
vc 50km/h
vb 30km/h
Lmaxq 500m
PS 83m
OP 2000m
The purpose of this simulation model is to establish the form of the boundary conditions (i.e. the important
variables, and whether the bounds are upper or lower bounds). Bounds for typical conditions will also
be quantified. To do so, the effects of the three strategies under different levels of V/C ratios (αm) are
considered. The simulations are run for 12 V/C ratios ranging from 0.2 to 1.3 for all three strategies. Each
simulation run is 30 minutes long (not including the warm-up period), and each result is averaged over 10
simulation runs, each with a different random seed.
Four performance metrics are evaluated to obtain an understanding of the solution to the mathematical
program for the three strategies,
1. The furthest point of perturbation Lq.
2. Average delay for all cars
∑
i
[
(tSi − tOi)− OSvc
]
/|{i}|.
3. Average delay for all buses
∑
j
[
(tSj − tOj)− OSvb
]
/|{j}|.
4. The average person delay, defined in Eq.(3), assuming Xi = 1, and Xj = 20, 40, 60, 80 respectively.
Based on some preliminary results, when the intersection becomes over-saturated (V/C ratio higher than 1),
the perturbation quickly reaches further than 500m regardless of the strategy. However, a well-functioning
intersection would normally be designed to not allow large queue spillbacks. Therefore, assuming long periods
of over-saturated demands is not very realistic. Rather, the intersection is designed with an average peak
hour V/C ratio of 0.8, and larger demands are only included as statistical fluctuations for short periods (e.g.
10 minutes). For all V/C ratios higher than 0.8, the simulations are only run with an over-saturated demand
greater than 0.8 for the first 10 minutes, after which the base peak hour V/C ratio of 0.8 is used for the
remaining 20 minutes. Due to this, the analysis is divided into a low demand range (V/C ratio up to 0.8)
and a high demand range (V/C ratio over 0.8).
The effects of the three strategies on three performance metrics (the furthest point of perturbation, the
average car delay and the average bus delay) under different car demands are first discussed. Then, the
average person delay is calculated. Influence of the number of car lanes, bus frequency, and signal timing
are also analyzed.
Figure 3 summarizes the first three performance metrics described above for V/C ratios 0.2-1.3 assuming a
bus headway of 3 minutes/bus.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Performance metrics vs. V/C ratios. (a) furthest perturbation point; (b) average car delay; (c)
average bus delay (fm = 3 min/bus, λ=2).
    low demand  V/C ratio
                     α≤0.8
bus to car 
occupancy ratio
β=20 
bus to car 
occupancy ratio
β=40 
bus to car 
occupancy ratio
β=60 
bus to car 
occupancy ratio
β=80 
    high demand  V/C ratio
                     α>0.8
Figure 4: Comparison of average person delay for the pre-signal strategy and the interrupted bus lane
strategy with different bus to car occupancy ratios (fm = 3 min/bus, λ=2).
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5.1. Criteria 1 - furthest distance of perturbation is less than 500m (Lq ≤ Lmaxq )
Looking at Figure 3a, the perturbation reaches 500m for the continuous bus lane strategy once the V/C ratio
exceeds 0.5. According to criteria 1, the continuous bus lane strategy is therefore dropped from discussion
beyond this car demand. Also, the perturbation reaches 500m for the pre-signal strategy once the V/C ratio
exceeds 1. Therefore, for this case, the interrupted bus lane strategy should be chosen for all over-saturated
demands.
5.2. Criteria 2 - minimum average person delay (minimize d)
Considering car and bus delays separately, Figure 3b shows that, as expected, the interrupted bus lane
strategy always results in the smallest average car delay. Only minor increases in car delay are observed
when a pre-signal strategy is implemented. In contrast, the continuous bus lane strategy results in much
larger car delays as compared to the other two strategies.
On the other hand, Figure 3c shows that the continuous bus lane strategy always results in the smallest
average bus delay, with only very minor increases in bus delay observed when a pre-signal strategy is
implemented (see the zoomed-in part). In contrast, the interrupted bus lane strategy results in much larger
bus delays as compared to the other two strategies.
Using the results presented in Figure 3, the average person delay was also calculated. It was found that the
continuous bus lane strategy results in the lowest average person delay only for very large bus occupancies
or frequencies (occupancy ratio greater than 80 or frequency higher than 1 bus/minute). Such extreme
conditions will only arise during peak hours. However, implementing the continuous bus lane strategy
during peak hours would result in fast growing queues. Therefore, according to criteria 1 and 2, the pre-
signal strategy is always chosen over the continuous bus lane strategy. The continuous bus lane strategy
is hence dropped from further discussion. Figure 4 summarizes the average person delay for the pre-signal
strategy and the interrupted bus lane strategy for four levels of bus to car occupancy ratios.
Figure 4 shows that the interrupted bus lane strategy results in the lowest average person delay when the
demand is near capacity (V/C ratios between 0.9 and 1.1). This results in an upper and lower bound on the
V/C ratio for the application of the interrupted bus lane strategy. It is also observed that as the occupancy
ratio increases, the lower bound for the interrupted bus lane application range increases while the upper
bound decreases. This implies that as the occupancy ratio increases, the pre-signal strategy is applicable for
a wider range of car demands. The bounds of application based on criteria 2 are summarized in Figure 5.
Pre-signal optimal
Interrupted bus lane optimal
Pre-signal optimal
Figure 5: Bounds of application (based only on criteria 2): the pre-signal strategy vs. the interrupted bus
lane strategy (fm = 3 min/bus, λ=2).
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When criteria 1 and 2 are both considered, it can be easily deduced that only the lower bound on V/C for
the boundary condition still remains. This is illustrated by the solid line in Figure 5.
5.3. Sensitivity to number of lanes (λ)
Previous discussion assumes λ = 2 with one car lane and one bus lane upstream of the pre-signal. Using a
pre-signal on roads with more than one car lane could: i) increase the storage capacity, hence reduce the
reach of the perturbation, or ii) stop cars on more lanes which could result in a larger overall person delay.
The net result is unclear. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the effects more carefully.
To analyze the impact of the number of car lanes, a bus headway of 3 minutes/bus is assumed. The patterns
associated with the number of car lanes are independent of bus frequency. The cases where λ = 3 or 4 are
tested. Figure 6 summarizes the lower and upper bounds of application (similar to Figure 5) for the cases
with one car lane, two car lanes, and three car lanes, respectively. The bounds are solely based on criteria
2 (minimizing average person delay), and when considering criteria 1 and 2 together, only the lower bounds
would remain.
Results confirm our hypothesis above. When there are three car lanes, the pre-signal strategy only marginally
performs better than the interrupted bus lane strategy for a small range of demand in terms of average person
delay.
Pre-signal optimal
Interrupted bus lane optimal
Pre-signal optimal
Figure 6: Sensitivity of bounds (based only on criteria 2) to number of lanes (λ): the pre-signal strategy
vs. the interrupted bus lane strategy (fm = 3 min/bus).
5.4. Sensitivity to bus frequency (fm)
Previous discussion assumes a bus headway of 3 minutes/bus. Larger bus headways could: i) result in less
frequent disruption to the car discharge, or ii) lead to fewer buses enjoying priority. The net result is unclear.
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the effects more carefully.
To analyze the impact of bus frequencies, one car lane is assumed because Section 5.3 shows that the pre-
signal is most beneficial in this scenario. The interrupted bus lane and pre-signal strategies are tested for 10
different bus frequencies with headways between 0.5 minute and 15 minutes. Figure 7 summarizes the lower
and upper bounds of application (similar to Figure 5) for three selected bus frequencies with headways of
1 minute, 3 minutes and 10 minutes, respectively. The bounds are solely based on criteria 2 (minimizing
average person delay). Notice that as before, when considering both criteria 1 and 2 only the lower bound
would remain.
When the bus frequency is high (for example with a headway of 1 minute), the bounds are very sensitive
to the occupancy ratio. In particular, for low occupancy ratios, the pre-signal strategy is almost never
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applicable. For high occupancy ratios, the pre-signal strategy should almost always be implemented. When
the bus frequency is higher than 1 bus/minute, the pre-signal strategy is only applicable for occupancy ratios
greater than 60. Therefore, for most urban intersections, the pre-signal strategy is deemed infeasible. On the
other hand, when the bus frequency is low (for example with a headway of 10 minutes), the bounds become
independent of the occupancy ratio. Moreover, the advantage (person delay saving) of pre-signal also starts
to diminish. For bus frequencies lower than 0.1 bus/minute, the pre-signal does not provide any meaningful
savings (0.1 second/person) and is hence not applicable.
Pre-signal optimal
Interrupted bus lane optimal
Pre-signal optimal
Figure 7: Sensitivity of bounds (based only on criteria 2) to bus frequency (fm): the pre-signal strategy
vs. the interrupted bus lane strategy (λ=2).
5.5. Sensitivity to signal timing (G and τ)
Previous discussion assumes a cycle length, τ , of 60s and an effective green time, G, of 20s. It is unclear
how different signal timings would affect the results. To analyze this, additional cycle lengths of 90s and
120s are also tested. For each cycle length, effective green ratios (G/τ) of 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 are tested.
Therefore, in total nine different cases are considered, including the original signal timing. Note that for
each signal timing, the V/C ratio is calculated based on the effective discharge rate µeff of the respective
setting (i.e., with different signal settings, the same V/C ratio would correspond to different demand rates),
and the location of the pre-signal PS could be different.
There are three main observations. Firstly, changing the signal timing does not seem to have an observable
effect on the boundary condition based on criteria 2 (minimizing average person delay). In other words, the
bounds of application in Figure 5 do not appear to be sensitive to the signal timing. Secondly, when the red
time duration at the main signal is longer, the difference in average person delay between the two strategies
become larger. In other words, when the demand is below the lower bound in Figure 5, the benefits provided
by the pre-signal become larger with a longer red duration at the main signal. Note that the red time
duration is longer when either the cycle length is longer or the effective green ratio is smaller. Therefore,
out of the nine signal timings tested, it is observed that the pre-signal strategy provides the largest average
person delay savings compared to the interrupted bus lane strategy when the cycle length is 120s and the
effective green time duration is 40s, and the smallest delay savings when the cycle length is 60s and the
effective green time duration is 40 s. This is illustrated in Figure 8 for a case with V/C ratio 0.6 and
occupancy ratio 40. Lastly, for a road configuration with one car lane and one bus lane, when G > 1/2τ ,
the intersection is no longer the bottleneck of the road section. This is expected since, on average, one car
lane upstream of the pre-signal cannot saturate two car lanes at the main signal for more than half of the
cycle length. To summarize, overall results show that when the red time duration at the main signal is long,
installing a pre-signal could provide significant benefits for lower car demands.
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G=20s
R=40s
G=80s
R=40s
G=60s
R=60s
G=40s
R=80s
G=60s
R=30s
G=45s
R=45s
G=30s
R=60s
G=40s
R=20s
G=30s
R=30s
Pre-signal delay savings 
per person (seconds)
Figure 8: Pre-signal delay savings per person (seconds) compared to an interrupted bus lane option, for
different signal timings (fm = 3 min/bus, λ=2, V/C=0.6, occupancy ratio=40 ).
5.6. Summary of boundary conditions
The analysis above illustrates the boundary conditions are of the following form: for the applicability of the
pre-signal, the car demand has an upper bound, the bus to car passenger occupancy ratio has a lower bound,
and the bus frequency has both a lower and an upper bound.
dmin =

d(1), if

αm ≤ αmax(fm, βm)
fmin ≤ fm ≤ fmax
βmin ≤ βm
d(2), otherwise
(12)
Hence, it is not optimal to operate a pre-signal continuously, as all three parameters could vary significantly
throughout the day. Specifically, the results show that the bounds on car demand depend on the bus
frequency and occupancy. In general, the interrupted bus lane strategy should be adopted (i.e. the pre-
signal is continuously green) when car demand is high. The exact boundary values with the simulation for
one car lane are summarized in Table 3. For car demands exceeding the boundary values, the pre-signal
should be continuously green and the interrupted bus lane strategy should be adopted. Based on these
results, an adaptive control algorithm to switch between the two strategies is proposed in the next section.
Table 3: Boundary values (αmax) for a two-lane road.
βm
1/fm 1min 2min 3min 4min 5min 6min 7min 8min 9min 10min
10 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
20 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
30 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
40 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
50 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
60 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6
70 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6
80 1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7
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Note that similar results were previously obtained analytically in (Guler and Menendez, 2014a), where a
three-lane road, a fixed bus frequency of 2-3 minutes, a cycle length of 80 seconds and main signal red
duration of 40 seconds were assumed. With the simulation approach, the boundary values could be obtained
for any general scenario with any combination of bus and car demands as illustrated in Table 3. That said,
for the same test scenarios, the results from the simulation are close to those from the analytical model.
For some cases, the cut-off car demand is a little lower and hence the pre-signal strategy is applicable to a
smaller range of car demands than what was predicted with the analytical model. This is not surprising,
however, because most factors previously excluded from the analytical model, such as bounded acceleration,
lane change, reaction time, etc., worsen the pre-signal performance in reality.
6. Second level control algorithm: combining multiple strategies
This section first proposes an adaptive control algorithm for the pre-signal. Then, the adaptive control
algorithm is tested with three case study demand profiles. The performance of this adaptive control algorithm
is compared with that of a static interrupted bus lane or a continuous bus lane. Finally, the robustness of
the control algorithm is examined. The goal is to determine the accuracy level of the inputs required for the
proposed adaptive control algorithm to be effective.
6.1. Guidelines for the adaptive control algorithm
The idea of the adaptive control algorithm is to switch between different strategies at the intersection under
different demands. The goal is to minimize average person delay at the intersection without causing excessive
negative impacts upstream. The necessary infrastructure and relevant parameters are listed below.
Required infrastructure:
• Main signal: The main signal at the intersection operates as normal.
• Pre-signal: The pre-signal is to be built upstream of the main signal. The exact distance upstream of
the main signal is given by Eq.(4). The first level control algorithm for its operation is given in Figure
2.
• Clear markings between the main signal and the pre-signal: Irrespective of the strategy at the inter-
section, both lanes in this space are shared by cars and buses and should be clearly marked.
• Bus lane: The bus lane upstream of the pre-signal should be clearly marked.
Required monitoring devices:
• Traffic flow detectors: Vehicle detectors (e.g. loop detectors, cameras, radars) to measure real time
traffic volume should be placed on both the car lanes and the bus lane as far upstream as possible.
• Bus passenger occupancy detection: The bus passenger occupancy should be reported for all buses
arriving at the intersection, either from in-bus real time occupancy detection technology, or from
historical statistics. An estimate of the average car passenger occupancy should also be available, so
the bus to car occupancy ratio can be calculated.
Note that if some real time monitoring devices are not available or precise, historical statistics could be used
for predictions. The exact prediction method is not the focus of this research. This paper assumes perfect
real time detection in the analysis and later discusses the effects of inaccurate inputs.
Pre-determined parameters:
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• Main signal capacity (µeff ): Effective discharge capacity of the main signal.
• All necessary pre-signal operation parameters as prescribed in (Guler and Menendez (2015)). These
include: the duration of the red signal during a normal cycle (Rp), the duration of the red signal when
a bus is detected (Rb), and the advance offset from the main signal (τ∆).
• Table with the boundary values determined by either empirical modification of Table 3 or a similar
simulation with different values for parameters in Table 2.
The length of the strategy period Ω should be carefully defined. On one hand, a short Ω is reasonable, as
the free flow travel time from the detector location O to the pre-signal location P is short. On the other
hand, the bus and car demands could fluctuate significantly between short periods, so the average result
over a longer Ω gives a more stable input. For the purpose of this paper, to ensure smooth traffic operation,
a larger strategy application period Ω is used (10 minutes). Also, since the actual demand is unknown at
the time of decision making, a predicted demand, α′m for [tm,0, tm,N ] based on previously detected demand
f(αm−1, αm−2, αm−3...) is used. For simplicity, in this paper it is assumed that α′m = αm−1. However, a
more complex prediction method such as a linear extrapolation, a moving average or those in (Hans et al.,
2015; Liu and Ma, 2009; Liu et al., 2012) could be used. The online algorithm is summarized in the flow
chart in Figure 9.
m=1
Predict demand 
, ,
Call detection results
Calculate
Read boundary value
(
Pre-signal is on for the mth strategy cycle
True
Pre-signal is NOT on for the mth strategy cycle
Adopt pre-signal strategy
Plug in flow chart for first level pre-signal control  
Adopt interrupted bus lane strategy 
Pre-signal is continuously green
False
m=m+1
Figure 9: Flow chart for control algorithm to switch between strategies (second level control).
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Figure 10: The three simulated demand profiles.
6.2. Case studies of the adaptive control algorithm
The above online control algorithm is tested with three case study demand profiles between 06:00 and 19:30
as shown in Figure 10. This time period includes the morning peak hours (07:00-09:00), the evening peak
hours (16:30-18:30), and the off-peak hours in between.
Two demand profiles represent high demand scenarios. High demand profile 1 assumes a constant high base
V/C ratio of 0.8, whereas high demand profile 2 assumes more volatility in the demand by including statistical
fluctuations for 10-minute periods during which the demand is even higher. Also a low, under-saturated,
demand scenario that could arise at intersections outside the city center is tested.
For all three demand profiles, during peaks hours, the buses are assumed to arrive with a headway of 2
minutes/bus and a passenger occupancy of 60. During off-peak hours the buses are assumed to arrive with
a headway of 6 minutes/bus and a passenger occupancy of 20. Cars are assumed to have only one passenger
at all times.
It is observed in the simulation that the pre-signal is continuously green (i.e. the interrupted bus lane
strategy is adopted) between 7-9 and 16-19. This is expected from the adaptive control algorithm because
during the peak hours the bus headway is 2 minutes/bus, with an occupancy of 60 people/bus, so the V/C
ratio boundary value of 0.6 (see Table 3) is exceeded.
According to the adaptive control algorithm, the pre-signal at the intersection is always on if the low demand
profile is used. This is a general characteristic when a pre-signal is installed at an intersection with a
low demand. The advantage of implementing an adaptive control algorithm for the pre-signal at these
intersections (compared to leaving the pre-signal continuously green) is the ability to respond to occasional
high demand levels (for example due to re-routing or special events).
6.3. Comparison with the continuous bus lane strategy and the interrupted bus lane strategy
The purpose of this section is to compare the effects of the other two static strategies to a pre-signal with the
proposed adaptive control algorithm (second level control). The road configurations of these three strategies
are as illustrated in Figure 1.
Two traffic performance metrics are examined in this case study. First, to reflect the level of traffic congestion,
the average car occupancy of a loop detector placed 1 km upstream of the pre-signal location is used. Second,
the average person delay is calculated. These two traffic performance metrics are compared across the three
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Table 4: Case study results from three demand profiles.
(a) High demand profile 1.
Performance metrics
Strategies
interrupted
bus lane
continuous
bus lane
pre-signal with second
level control
Average detector occupancy (%)
Peak 0.42 0.94 0.42
Off-peak 0.27 0.64 0.30
Average person delay(s)
Peak 25.52 129.79 25.52
Off-peak 18.84 54.6 17.32
(b) High demand profile 2.
Performance metrics
Strategies
interrupted
bus lane
continuous
bus lane
pre-signal with second
level control
Average detector occupancy (%)
Peak 0.61 0.97 0.61
Off-peak 0.27 0.66 0.30
Average person delay(s)
Peak 36.91 138.28 36.91
Off-peak 18.84 58.15 17.32
(c) Low demand profile.
Performance metrics
Strategies
interrupted
bus lane
continuous
bus lane
pre-signal with second
level control
Average detector occupancy (%)
Peak 0.25 0.25 0.25
Off-peak 0.11 0.11 0.11
Average person delay(s)
Peak 19.13 50.52 18.16
Off-peak 17.45 17.85 16.84
operating strategies for each of the tested demand profiles in Figure 10. The averages for the performance
metrics are calculated and compared for the peak and off-peak hours respectively. The results are summarized
in Table 4.
Implementing the continuous bus lane strategy is detrimental to the rest of the network, as it causes serious
traffic congestion. This is illustrated in Tables 4a and Table 4b with the high detector occupancy, especially
during peak hours. In addition, the continuous bus lane strategy results in the highest average person delay,
especially in the peak hours, despite the priority the buses receive. In contrast, the pre-signal with the
proposed control algorithm does not cause extra stress to the rest of the network as the average detector
occupancy is only a little higher than when the interrupted bus lane strategy is implemented. Moreover,
installing the pre-signal with the proposed control algorithm at an intersection results in the least average
person delay under all scenarios. These results demonstrate that implementing a pre-signal with the proposed
control algorithm improves the operation of the intersection. Public transport priority is provided while traffic
control goals are better achieved.
6.4. Robustness testing
In this section the authors study the robustness of the proposed adaptive control algorithm, i.e. its sensitivity
to the data quality of the traffic inputs. This is relevant because in practice, real time data could be inaccurate
or incomplete, and average historical data does not reflect daily fluctuations. Therefore, the input values
for the adaptive control algorithm could be an under/over-estimation, nevertheless, the adaptive control
algorithm should have a relatively stable performance despite these uncertainties.
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The proposed adaptive control algorithm requires three real time inputs: the traffic demand prediction (α′m),
the bus frequency (fm) and the bus to car occupancy ratio (βm). Among these three, the bus frequency
is relatively accurate because it only requires detection of buses on the bus lane, for example by a loop
detector, and is usually based on a schedule. The traffic demand, however, could be inaccurate because it is
a prediction and is assumed to be constant over the strategy period Ω. The bus occupancy is usually difficult
to detect in real time and most likely the algorithm could only use historical statistics. The performance of
the pre-signal could be affected because the control algorithm would not switch the pre-signal operation on
and off at the correct time.
Therefore, the robustness of the proposed adaptive control algorithm is important. It is tested against the
uncertainties in traffic volume and bus occupancy. The idea is to examine if implementing a pre-signal with
the proposed adaptive control algorithm can still reduce average travel time, when the input values to the
algorithm are different from the actual traffic situation.
The adaptive control algorithm uses the same input values as in the high demand profile 1 in Figure 10.
However, the actual traffic (i.e. the demand and the bus occupancy) is simulated slightly different. Four
cases are studied for each of the two parameters:
1. The simulated value fluctuates around the true value with a normally distributed random error. This
represents a random error.
2. The simulated value is constantly higher than the true value. This represents a systematic over-
estimation.
3. The simulated value is constantly lower than the true value. This represents a systematic under-
estimation.
4. The simulated value lags behind the true value. This represents a systematic lag of input values.
The lower and higher values simulated for the traffic volume to capacity ratio are 0.1 under or over the input
V/C ratios, representing a discrepancy of 12-33%. The random error simulated in the fluctuating profile has
a standard deviation of 0.05. The lower and higher values simulated for the bus occupancy are 10 people
under or over the input bus occupancies, representing a discrepancy of 17-50%. The random error simulated
in the fluctuating profile has a standard deviation of 5. For both the traffic volume and the bus occupancy,
the lag profile is 10 minutes behind the actual value. This implies that the changes to the demand can only
be detected after multiple cycles. A relatively large lag is used in this case because the demand profile is
relatively smooth, so a smaller lag would not have much effect on the results. In reality, the demand is likely
less smooth than that assumed, but the lag in detecting the changes in demand should be much smaller.
Figure 11 summarizes the simulated traffic demand and occupancy profiles.
Each case is applied independently (i.e. everything else is assumed to remain unchanged). Therefore, in
total 8 types of discrepancies are tested with the algorithm inputs. Simulation results show that installing
an adaptive pre-signal strategy still provides person delay savings as compared to the interrupted bus lane
strategy, summarized in Figure 12.
Figure 11: Simulated traffic profiles for the robustness test.
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Figure 12: Actual pre-signal person delay savings with inaccurate inputs as a percentage of expected
savings with perfect information.
It can be seen from Figure 12 that although an inaccurate input generally reduces the benefits of implementing
a pre-signal, the reduction is at most 20% for the studied cases. The results are most sensitive to inaccurate
demand inputs because the pre-signal will be operating with less than optimal timings. However, detecting
demand is relatively easy with modern technologies, for example with loop detectors, cameras, or radars.
Admittedly, there could be a lag of the detected demand from the arriving demand, because detected values
from the previous cycle are used to calculate pre-signal timing for the next cycle. However, results show
that this lag would not affect the results too much. Bus occupancy, on the other hand, is usually difficult to
detect in real time, but it is shown here that all four error types in bus occupancy value have little effect on
the average travel time savings. Therefore, it could suffice to use historical statistics as occupancy inputs.
Overall, although this is not a comprehensive sensitivity analysis, the case studies show clearly that for a
reasonable range of systematic or random inaccuracies, the savings in average travel time are not significantly
affected when an adaptive pre-signal strategy is used. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is robust and does
not rely on very exact inputs.
7. Conclusions
This paper developed an adaptive control algorithm for implementing a pre-signal at an isolated urban
intersection. The goal of the adaptive control algorithm is to minimize average person delay at the intersection
without causing excessive negative impacts upstream. The adaptive control algorithm needs only three
inputs, namely the traffic volume, the bus frequency, and the bus occupancy. These could be obtained
as a combination of real time detection and historical statistics. The necessary infrastructure and relevant
parameters were listed, and guidelines for implementation were given. Compared to using a static continuous
bus lane strategy at an intersection, implementing a pre-signal has much less negative impact upstream
because of a higher discharging capacity. Compared to using a static interrupted bus lane strategy at
an intersection, implementing a pre-signal encourages public transport by providing priority to buses. It
was demonstrated that, under all scenarios, implementing a pre-signal with the proposed adaptive control
algorithm (with the second level control) will result in the least average person delay at the intersection
compared to using a static interrupted bus lane or a static continuous bus lane.
The adaptive control algorithm switches between the pre-signal strategy and the interrupted bus lane strategy
(note that the continuous bus lane strategy was found never to be beneficial in terms of average system-wide
delay savings). It was illustrated that such switches are easy to implement. The switches only require
to change the red and green durations of the pre-signal. These are either determined with the first level
control algorithm (for the pre-signal strategy) or the pre-signal remains always green (for the interrupted
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bus lane strategy). Switching between these two operations would lead to minimum (if any) driver confusion
since the configuration of the roadway would not change. Compared to implementing a static pre-signal
strategy, the adaptive control algorithm can tailor operations to varying traffic demands throughout the
day. The algorithm is expected to function well with a wide range of car demands, bus frequencies, and bus
occupancies. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is robust and does not rely on very exact inputs. Hence,
when real time inputs are not available, historical data could be used.
The intersection model in the paper is relatively simple as all cars and buses are assumed to drive through
the intersection. Nevertheless, having a mixture of vehicle movements should not significantly change the
main conclusions. For example, left/right-turning buses would be able to complete their movements in a
similar manner to through moving buses, except for the additional delay that they would encounter even if
they had a dedicated lane. Moreover, the existence of a pre-signal would facilitate the bus changing lanes
from the right-most to the left-most and would provide further delay savings over the interrupted bus lane
strategy. On the other hand, right-turning cars could queue differently than through moving vehicles. In this
case, the pre-signal can facilitate the bus to change lanes in order to skip the queue of right-turning vehicles
that may remain even after the queue of through moving vehicles at the main signal clears. Again, this could
provide bus delay savings over the interrupted bus lane strategy. Left-turning cars could affect the discharge
rate at the main signal if there were no separate left-turning phase, as two different queues might form at
the main signal depending on the mix of the car movements. If a large percentage of cars desire to turn left,
the red pre-signal should be even shorter to ensure that enough through moving cars to saturate the main
signal could be queued at the main signal. If a separate left-turning phase exists, this phase could precede
or follow the through movement phase. When the left-turning phase is before the main phase, left-turning
cars need to be discharged earlier to queue on the left lane in front of the main signal. Vehicles that are
separated by movement on different lanes would aid in the operation of the pre-signal. Hence, at least two
car lanes at the pre-signal would be desirable. The left-turning phase could also be designed to be after the
main phase. In this case, the left-turning vehicles will be queuing on the left lane while the main signal is
discharging with one fewer lane. In this case, the pre-signal red duration could likely be extended, because
the effective discharge rate of the main signal is lower. In any case, installing a pre-signal could still provide
priority to buses without causing excessive delay to cars.
Methodologically, studying a pre-signal with a simulation model added to theoretical models because the-
oretical formulations could not account for factors such as bounded acceleration, reaction time, and lane
changes. With a micro-simulation model, various performance metrics of the pre-signal operation could be
examined and compared to other strategies using a realistic demand. Eventually, the boundary conditions
could be established, and an adaptive control algorithm for the pre-signal based on real time traffic inputs
could be proposed.
Lastly, the micro-simulation model built the foundation to study pre-signal operations on the arterial and
network level in future research, which are more difficult to examine theoretically. Future research on pre-
signals should have a stronger emphasis of its implementation on the arterial and network level. The ultimate
goal is to identify the optimal operating strategy for pre-signals at the network level so that a good balance
between providing bus priority and sustaining car throughput in a city could be achieved. As many cities in
the world aim to both encourage public transport and reduce congestion, implementing pre-signals could be
a viable solution.
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